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Background and Executive Summary
COVID-19 Protocols
ODF will be following public health guidance for COVID-19.

The Ottawa Dressage Festival (ODF) is held at Wesley Clover Parks, 401 Corkstown Rd.,
Ottawa. ODF is a combined national and international dressage and para dressage event,
sanctioned by Equestrian Canada and The Fédération Équestre Internationale. The international
component comprises about 60 riders, representing about 5 countries. However, very few,
usually less than 5, live outside of Canada. The national component has about 140 riders from
Canada, mainly Ontario and Québec.
ODF2022 will be a qualifying event for the 2022 World Equestrian Championships, Herning,
Denmark in both para dressage and dressage. ODF is one of only 3 competitions in Canada in
2022 providing this opportunity.
In 2022, ODF will implement measures in order to facilitate operation in a safe environment in
consideration of the yet unknown COVID-19 state. To have an international sanction, foreign
officials are required. To satisfy the foreign official requirement, 5 international judges, one
international steward, one para equestrian classifier and 2 scoring officials have been invited.
Non-Canadian athletes are expected to number less than 5.
Wesley Clover Parks, a large spread-out park, hosted successful, safe equestrian events in 2020
and 2021 under the COVID restrictions.
Dressage is an individual sport where competition and stabling of horses is outdoors. One
athlete competes at a time in a 20mx60m or 20mx40m ring. See Appendix 3 for a WHO
assessment of the risk related to dressage.
ODF is organized by a not-for-profit corporation called National Capital Dressage Inc. National
Capital Dressage has been organizing this event since 2003.
The following proposed plan has been built over the previous 2 years, with input and guidance
from medical experts, event experts, and organizations that have run successful events during the
COVID-19 pandemic. The dynamic nature of the pandemic environment at this time has required
that the plan continue to evolve to align with provincial and federal requirements to run a safe
and successful event. ODF2022 is seeking approval from the appropriate government and health
regulatory authorities to hold this event.
ODF is working closely with Equestrian Canada, Sport Canada and Wesley Clover Parks to
make this a safe and successful competition.
Scope of ODF2022 Participation – May 19-22
Involved Group
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Competitors residing in Canada

~ 197

All municipal, provincial, and federal
regulations
All protocols in this document
All Equestrian Canada regulations

Support residing in Canada
(grooms, owners, trainers, etc)

~ 197

All municipal, provincial, and federal
regulations
All protocols in this document
All Equestrian Canada regulations

Competitors residing outside
Canada

~6

All municipal, provincial, and federal
regulations including all vaccination and
quarantine regulations
All protocols in this document except section 6
All Equestrian Canada regulations

Officials residing in Canada

~ 16

All municipal, provincial, and federal
regulations including all quarantine regulations
All protocols in this document
All Equestrian Canada regulations

Officials residing outside
Canada
Limited to:

Agnieszka Majewska,
USA

Kerri Sowers, USA

Victoria Powers, USA

Anne Prain, FRA

Carlos Lopes, POR

Eva-Maria VintWarmington, EST

Kurt Christensen, DEN

Josefine Busch, GER

Elena Serkin, USA

7

Operations staff and support
persons

~ 50

All Protocols in this document including
section 6

All municipal, provincial, and federal
regulations
All protocols in this document
All Equestrian Canada regulations

1. Principles
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Participants (Essential Persons)
For the purposes of this document, Participants refers to the rider, coach, person responsible
(rider under 18), groom and owner, i.e., a maximum of 5 people/horse.
In most cases the coach will be for several riders and a groom may also be common for several
horses. Often the rider is also the owner and responsible person.
Participants and staff will adhere to all COVID-19 local, provincial, and national public health
guidance and regulations as of show date. (see appendix 4)






Grounds access will be controlled at one entry point.
Physical contact will be reduced through electronic administration, scoring and
communication.
All participants are asked to practice social distancing
Masks are recommended by everyone other than medical exceptions* and while on
the horse and eating or drinking. (*medical exceptions must have written proof)
Communication (see Appendix 6)

2. Zone System
The show site has been defined in terms of zones to facilitate measures than may be needed.
Zones and sub-zones
1. Parking
2. Stabling - Sub-zone for each stable group(cohort)
3. Vendors
4. Warm-up
5. Competition
6. Administration
7. No Access (out of bounds)
Movement between zones is defined in this document according to competition requirements.
Participants (Essential Persons) may include:



Owners, Riders
Responsible Person (for person under 18 years), coaches, grooms, personal care assistants
(PCAs), support personnel. “Support personnel” includes the persons employed or
contracted by Participants who are essential for providing care to horses and/or Participants.
This includes, but is not limited to, veterinarians, farriers, equine therapists, etc.

Service Providers refers to persons or entities who provide direct services contracted by Event
management, such as vendors, caterers, feed suppliers, photographers, videographers, cleaning
service providers, waste disposal personnel, etc.

ODF2022
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All communication to the show office from participants is by email to
odf@nationalcapitaldressage.ca. Communication from operations is via email or mobile radio.
Common Zone Procedures:
 Hand washing stations or facilities will be available for all toilets.
 Masks are recommended in all zones except when mounted, when eating in
designated areas only or with a medical exemption
 Signs will be posted reminding participants of their responsibilities and restrictions.
 All persons should maintain a distance between each other of at least 2 metres.
 See Warnings & Removal.

Parking Zone
Areas where cars and trailers are to be parked will be clearly marked. Vehicles parked outside
these areas will be towed at the owner’s expense.



No gatherings are allowed in the parking area
The parking area will be patrolled on a regular basis

Stabling Zone
Outdoor stables at WCP are “shed row” style with roofs and fencing for exterior walls. They are
in blocks of 20 with 2 rows of 10 back-to-back. The individual stall gates face outwards and
there are no aisles. Each block is separated from the block opposite by approximately 40 feet.
There is also a dome (back of the below picture) that will be used for stabling of international
horses. The dome is 18m x 65m and 10m high. It contains 59 stalls in 4 quadrants.

Approximately 45 stalls will be occupied with the remainder empty or tack stalls to
facilitate separation between participants.

ODF2022
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All persons using wash racks (for bathing horses) must maintain physical distancing
and in the event of a line up, must not block the flow of participant traffic. No
equipment or bathing supplies can be left, and participants should not share supplies.
Anything left at the wash areas will be discarded by staff.
Vendor Zone
Vendors will be in an isolated zone and will provide food and equestrian supplies as needed.
Vendors will be well separated, and each vendor will be recommended to wear masks,
implement social distancing protocols and regularly clean surfaces. Masks are
recommended by everyone in the vendor zone. Each vendor must submit a COVID-19
safety plan.

Meals for Staff and Officials
In the case of staff, volunteers, and officials there will be a large tent with open sides
and distanced tables and chairs. Staff will be on hand to sanitize tables and chairs
after each use.
Warm-up Zone
There are 4 warm-up rings plus a longeing ring in the Warm-up zone. One of the rings is
reserved for para riders. When para riders are in the ring, able bodied riders are not allowed.
Only one horse at a time is allowed in the longeing ring.
There will always be compliance personnel onsite to enforce warm-up ring rules. Penalty for
non-compliance is elimination from the competition and the site without refund of fees. See
Warnings & Removal.
Competition Zone
There are four 20mx60m competition rings. Each of the days from Wednesday, May 19 to
Saturday May 22, time will be allowed to familiarize horses with the competition rings. A
maximum of 8 horses at a time will be allowed in the rings for a maximum time of 20 minutes.
Presentations will be limited and done in one ring. Ribbons will be picked up on a schedule
from an outdoor location and the rider will be responsible for entering the ring with the ribbon on
the horse. The announcer will play the anthem, thank the sponsor and the horses will exit, at the
walk, in single file.
Judge’s Boxes: Judge’s boxes are 2mx2m with a door in the back and the front and sides open
around a desk. Each judge’s box is occupied by a judge and a scribe. Where in the past paper
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was used to record the score, it will be now be scored on an electronic tablet and transmitted to a
website for ranking and access by the rider and officials. There will be no paper and no physical
contact between the judge and the scribe.
There will be a plexiglass shield between the judge and the scribe, and both face
masks are recommended. Scribes will be asked to sanitize and disinfect surfaces
touched on each exit of the box.

Note: Judge’s box sample pre-modification with plastic shielding between judge and scribe
Administration
There will be an administrative show office. The office will occupy 2 small buildings with 2 or 3
people in each building at desks.
The desks will have plexiglass shields and the people will wear masks.
Regular communication with the show office with participants is by email to
odf@nationalcapitaldressage.ca. Communication to and from operations is via email
or mobile radio.

ODF2022
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Cleaning Plan
In addition to routine cleaning, surfaces that have frequent contact with hands will be cleaned
and disinfected twice per day and when visibly dirty
Hand washing stations will be available at multiple locations throughout the facility.

Zone Summary
The show ground is logically divided into zones for the effective operation of the event.

Zone

Description

Participant
Classes

Access
Restrictions

Controls

1

Parking

1-9

Park and exit zone–
no congregating

Proximity management
Masks recommended

2

Stabling-blocks of
20 stalls-cohorts

1-7

Organized by stable
group

Masks recommended

3

Vendors

1-9

Managed by vendor

Separation
Masks recommended
Sanitization
Vendor submitted COVID plan
Compliance checks

4

Warm-up

1-5, 9

Support outside
fence

Separation
Masks recommended

5

Competition

1-7, 9

One horse at a time.
Exceptions:
familiarization and
group classes

Distancing
Masks recommended

6

Administration

7

Staff only

Masks recommended
Desk shields
Sanitization

7

Out of Bounds

None

No access

Patrols
Signage

Participant Classes
1. Competitors
2. Responsible person
3. Coaches
4. Owners
ODF2022
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5. Grooms
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3. Site Map
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Aerial view

4. Traffic Flow
Designated routes are on the map will be clearly marked.





All golf carts, bikes or other methods of transportation must stay within the flow
of traffic and maintain physical distancing.
Riders must maintain a distance of 5 metres when mounted as per EC Guidelines.
Inside the competition zone, all persons are recommended face coverings except
for mounted riders and medical exceptions.
All persons on the show site should adhere to physical distancing requirements,
have a face covering on their persons.

Staff & Officials: All participants are required to respect staff and officials’ space by
maintaining physical distancing requirements. Whipper-ins, Stewards, Announcer, Covid-19
Officers, Sound technician and any other essential staff are not to be approached within 2
metres. A reminder that judges are never to be approached and a steward is the point of contact
for questions or concerns.
Warnings & Removal: Persons who do not adhere to the requirements in this document will in
most cases receive one warning and upon a second infraction will be required to leave the site
without any refund. In extreme cases, individuals will be directed to leave without a warning.
The show manager, or the Compliance Officers, in cooperation with the steward and/or the
medic have the authority to direct non-compliant persons to leave the site.
First Aid: A qualified first aid service will be on site with a clearly marked first aid station.

ODF2022
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An isolation area in conjunction with the first aid station, will be available for any
individual displaying symptoms after they have entered the site.
A Covid-19 Medical Action Plan is in place to remove any person who becomes ill
after screening.

Ground Transportation: A combination of methods will be used to ensure safety of officials
being transported between the airport and the hotel and between the hotel and show grounds.


Rented 7 passenger van – A maximum of 4 passengers will be taken at time. All
occupants will be masked.

5. Credentials, Testing and Tracking
All competitors, owners and coaches are required to identify through the online entry system for
the competition.


Wrist bands will be given to individuals who require access afterhours (night
check or emergency only) or require in and out privileges.

Masks will be available for purchase at the gate and your account will be invoiced.
Protocol for Symptomatic Persons






Participants recognized as symptomatic at the reception point will be denied
entry.
Persons becoming symptomatic on the WCP property will be examined by the
first aid service and a plan made for them to leave the property immediately by a
safe means. An isolation area in conjunction with First Aid Services is provided
pending departure. Time in the isolation area will be limited and supervised.
A report will be made to Equestrian Canada.
Participants may contact Telehealth Ontario at 1-866-797-0000 to speak to a
registered nurse.

ODF2022
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Contact Tracing






All riders, owners and coaches provide electronic contact information when the
entry is submitted for the horse.
Waiver forms will be maintained.
All competition is by exact time. The horse is identified by the bridle number and
participants are associated with a horse, so movement of the people is recorded
by time
Officials have a precise schedule of time and location.

6. Protocols for Foreign Officials (as of April, 2022)
Procedures will follow current guidelines of the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC)at
the time of the show. All international officials will be housed at the Brookstreet Hotel. The
Brookstreet has been authorized for the NHL as well and is experienced with COVID protocols.
See https://www.brookstreethotel.com/information for up-to-date Covid-19 measures at the
hotel.
International Travel
See the following links for the latest protocols and current travel notices:


https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/2019-novel-coronavirusinfection/latest-travel-health-advice.html#f



https://travel.gc.ca/travelling/health-safety/travel-health-notices

Arrival in Canada: Use ArriveCAN to provide mandatory travel information before and after
your entry into Canada:


https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid19/arrivecan.html

Arrival at the Brookstreet Hotel:
Follow the hotel COVID-19 protocols.
Officials will be picked up from the hotel each day and brought to the competition
site.

Leaving Canada:

ODF2022
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Foreigners returning to countries who require proof of a negative COVID-19 test
within 72 hours prior to travel must contact the show manager before arrival to
schedule the appropriate test.

Protocol for Symptomatic Foreign Official





A foreign official recognized as symptomatic at any time following arrival at the
Brookstreet Hotel will be required to take a COVID-19 screening test.
Persons becoming symptomatic on the WCP property will be examined by the
first aid service and a plan made for them to leave the property immediately by a
safe means.
Following testing they will be treated accordingly and brought to the hotel for
isolation until they can return to the show or home.
A report will be made to Equestrian Canada and Ottawa Public Health.
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Appendix 1: Contact List
Name

Function

Mobile

Home

Paul Teeple

Show Manager & Secretary

613-304-4933

613-733-7505

Mike Harrington

Facility & COVID-19 Safety 613-897-2937

George Kaine

Volunteers/Chief Emergency 613-859-0838

613- 837-8037

Paul Teeple

Show Secretary

613-304-4933

613-733-7505

Lynne Milford

Chief Steward

705-933-4627

Jane James

Chief Steward CPEDI

250-715-7518

Mark Severin

First Aid

613-663-3055

Fiona Kearney

Operations Manager

613-290-8050

Merrickville Veterinary

On-call vet

613-234-6108

Ottawa Fire

Non-critical call

613-232-1551

Ottawa Police

Non-critical call

613-230-6211

ODF2022
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Appendix 2: Government Regulations and References


Community-Based Measures to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 in Canada



Risk Mitigation Tool (RMT) for Workplaces/Business operating during COVID-19
pandemic



Public Health Management of Case and Contact Associated with COVID-19



PHAC Awareness Resource



Instructions for travellers entering Canada

The following outlines Canada’s federal/provincial/territorial emergency response to COVID 19
pandemic and the nations response and compliance with the international community:


F/P/T Public Health Response Plan for Ongoing Management of COVID-19



F/P/T Public Health Response Plan for Biological Events



Canadian Pandemic Influenza Preparedness: Planning Guidance for the Health Sector



Pan-Canadian Public Health Network



National Emergency Strategic Stockpile



Public Health Framework: A Guide for Use in Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic in
Canada



Federal Emergency Response Plan January 2011



North American Plan for Animal and Pandemic Influenza



PHAC Emergency Preparedness and Response - International Health Regulations



WHO 2019 Novel coronavirus: Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan

ODF2022
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Appendix 3: Equestrian Competition Fact Sheet
Based on the guidance of the World Health Organization (WHO), equestrian sport is a low-risk
activity for COVID-19 spread due to the following factors:


Equestrian sport is non-contact.
o It involves a horse and rider as a combination.
o Combinations compete individually in the competition arena/ring.
o There is no sharing of equipment between Participants.
o When mounted, physical distancing of five (5) metres or more is required to keep
horses and Participants safe and avoid accidents from striking or kicking.



Equestrian sport does not enjoy large spectatorship.
o Canada’s equestrian domestic landscape does not enjoy large spectator attendance.



Equestrian sport is an outdoor activity.
o Equestrian sport is primarily an outdoor activity with competitions taking place in
large, open-air facilities.

 Risk communication is a priority and undertaken before, during and after
competitions.
o We have risk-assessed our sport to identify physical distancing issues, as well as
provided guidelines to reduce the risks of contact and develop appropriate programs
for cleaning and disinfecting.

ODF2022
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Appendix 4: Communications Plan







www.nationaldressage.ca will contain all the documents, policy and government
references including this document - starting March 1, 2022
Social Media – Facebook and Instagram – starting February
Email to participants – May 13, 2022
Signs – signs will we posted throughout Wesley Clover Parks stating overall
responsibilities, directions and reminders of the principles of preventing disease spread –
starting May 13, 2022
Announcements – reminders throughout the event – starting May 20

Communications with respect to procedures applying to ODF2022 began in February 2021 with
posts on Facebook which we have found reaches the most participants attending the Ottawa
Dressage Festival.
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